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Article 

The Role of Government Initiated Urban Planning Experiments 
in Transition Processes and Their Contribution to Change at 
the Regime Level 
Caroline Newton 

Department of Urbanism, Faculty of Architecture and the Built Environment, Delft University of Technology 
(TU Delft), Julianalaan 134, 2628BL Delft, The Netherlands; c.e.l.newton-1@tudelft.nl 

Abstract: Sustainable urban (planning) experiments play a crucial role in transitions and are tangi-
ble ways to contribute to innovation and change in the long run. This paper discusses how urban 
experiments contribute to sustainability transitions by explicitly looking at an urban experiment’s 
capability to influence the regime level. The consequences of spatial inertia and political actors’ in-
volvement are two understudied aspects concerning urban experiments. The paper aims to intro-
duce these two understudied aspects and suggests further research on both in current urban exper-
imentation practices. First, the paper suggests spatial embeddedness as a relevant explanatory fac-
tor. Experiments that alter spatial structures or realize physical interventions on a neighborhood 
scale can anchor innovations in space. In doing so, they increase their sustainability in the long run. 
Secondly, the article contributes to the literature on institutions and politics in urban experiments. 
The article uses a literature study and a case to illustrate both points. 

Keywords: sustainability transitions; urban planning; urban experiments 
 

1. Introduction 
The acceleration in land-use changes, turning untouched natural areas into urban 

built-up spaces impacts the urban vulnerability to zoonotic diseases [1]. Transformations 
of the living environment, triggered by climate change, affect people’s mobility in the 
short and long term, whereby people are forced or choose to migrate in search of better 
living conditions [2]. These are just two examples that illustrate the increase of global 
challenges. Whereas during the 1980s climate change was troubling first activists and con-
cerned citizens, and later politicians and policymakers, the gradual addition of more cri-
ses (from the financial crisis to migration and refugee crises and most recently a global 
health crisis) challenge our present model of society. 

To deal with these challenges, changes in the current way of doing things become 
unavoidable. The broader acknowledgement of climate change’s effects gave rise to local 
actions since the end of the 1980s [3]. The variety of these actions, from demonstration 
projects to specific urban interventions, illustrate the ad-hoc approach typical of that time. 
Challenges were addressed when they occurred, or when funding or interest in the issue 
was available [3,4]. The rapid increase of these exploratory actions and governance exper-
iments triggered academic curiosity and led to a growing number of publications on tran-
sition experiments. Some publications describe particular experiments [5,6], other focus 
on one specific aspect, such as co-creation [7], while still others try to categorize experi-
ments [4] or develop frameworks that support learning from the different cases [8]. The 
proliferation of literature has not necessarily led to an understanding of how these exper-
iments in transition “support individual and organizational learning promoting ongoing 
change and up-scaling impact” [8]. Evans et al.[9] pose the critical question of whether 
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urban experiments are just an extension of the business as usual or if they can actually 
“generate real alternatives and stimulate profound transformation?” This longing for pro-
found transformation is one of the most fundamental arguments for experimentation. The 
challenge of generating (ongoing) change through urban planning experiments is at the 
heart of this contribution. Luederitz [8] reiterates: “Importantly, the sustainability prac-
tices experimented on do not concern mere modification or “tinkering” of elements al-
ready present. Instead, they are radically different from the status quo, in both process 
and outcomes [10–12]”. This statement is entirely different from settling for ‘urban im-
provement’ [4]. Bulkeley et al. [4] argue that underlying political dynamics limit the scope 
and possible impact of urban experiments. However, political interference should not be 
a reason to settle for less than a radical reshaping of the traditional ways of doing when 
engaging in an urban experiment or urban living lab. On the contrary, urban experiments 
can facilitate novel governance arrangements to overcome political interference in trans-
formative experiments and projects. Until now, more profound research on the role of 
governments in enabling change through urban experiments is somewhat limited. 
Mukhtar-Landgren et al. [13] have looked into the role of municipalities and local govern-
ment. This article unpacks the role of institutions at the national and regional level and 
the impact of political involvement in urban experimentation. 

The second understudied aspect concerning urban experiments that this article sheds 
light on is the importance of spatially anchoring innovation. Four aspects impact urban 
planning experiments’ ability to influence the regime level. Three of these aspects (net-
works, mutual learning and co-design, strong vision) have been extensively discussed in 
the transition literature [5,7,14–17]. This article suggests that in urban planning experi-
ments, spatial embeddedness is a criterion that adds to the understanding of the experi-
ments’ impact on the regime level. 

The consequences of spatial inertia and political actors’ involvement are two under-
studied aspects concerning urban experiments. The paper aims to introduce these two 
understudied aspects and suggest further exploration of both in current urban experimen-
tation practices. 

To achieve this aim, the article uses a literature study and a case to illustrate both 
points. Part three contains the literature review, the case of the Pilot Project BiC (Back into 
Circulation) is elaborated in part four. Part two discusses the method used to collect data 
on BiC, an urban experiment developed by the team of Flanders’ State Architect, that ad-
dresses urgent societal questions through spatial planning and design experiments. 

The relevance of including spatial embeddedness as an explanatory factor is elabo-
rated in section four, where the case is used as an illustration. Through this case, lessons 
learned also contribute to the discussion in part five on the role and involvement of polit-
ical actors. 

The conclusion then stresses that when political actors are involved in urban plan-
ning experiments, the need for transcendence of party politics is imperative to an ensuring 
state that stimulates innovation and innovative practices and delivers on their outcomes. 

2. Method: Immersive Research 
Between 2014 and 2017, the author was the coordinator of an urban planning exper-

iment, initiated by regional administrations. This first-hand experience has the benefit of 
unlimited access to data and information, but also comes with numerous challenges, sim-
ilar to those of an immersive research approach. Immersive research is a method where 
the researcher is absorbed within the setting (s)he is researching [18–20]. Because of the 
specific role as coordinator, there was full access to all the information about the project 
and experiential learning about procedures, processes and power structures within gov-
ernmental settings. 

Several benefits raised by Abraham et al. [18] had a significant impact on the 
knowledge and information acquired. 
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First, the direct observation of the stakeholders’ power dynamics was further scruti-
nized through personal discussions with their representatives on several occasions and in 
different settings. This high level of accessibility is only possible because of this immersive 
setting. It was also possible to understand the evolution of the project ‘from within’. Iden-
tifying sensitive information and dynamics that often stay hidden to the outsiders is prob-
ably the most valuable aspect of this immersive approach in this context. Often in research 
on urban experiments, the researcher comes in at a certain point and observes the experi-
ment with outsiders’ eyes, often unaware of hidden issues, especially those from before 
the time of engagement. In this specific situation, it was possible to uncover the political 
dimension. The prominent presence of political actors had first strongly influenced the 
project’s framing and secondly ensured that sensitive issues (such as the shortcomings of 
existing policies, e.g., the brownfield policy) were left as untouched as possible. 

This immersive approach also has its shortcomings. One of the partners financed the 
project coordinator, other partners could be afraid of a possible bias, despite all attempts 
to frame the coordinator function as an objective one. A more significant shortcoming is 
probably the ethical consideration of writing contributions using insider information to 
deconstruct the practice under discussion [21]. More specifically, there is a worry about 
trust relations with direct colleagues or those who represent the different stakeholders. 
Previous articles or presentations (when the author was still coordinating the project) 
stated that the presented opinions did not necessarily reflect the author’s employer’s offi-
cial opinion at that time. Table 1 summarizes the relevant benefits and challenges of the 
immersive approach concerning the case of the Pilot Project BiC. 

Table 1. Benefits and challenges of an immersive approach concerning the case of the Pilot Project BiC. 

Benefits  

Immersive learning 
The long involvement (3 years) allowed for a more nuanced and layered understanding of people’s and 
institutions’ actions and decisions compared to conventional research whereby the researcher gathers 
knowledge only during a limited amount of time and often through actors’ recollection of past events.  

Experimental learn-
ing 

By being part of a government institution, the author experienced the direct impact of governance systems, 
internal hierarchies, power struggles between institutions and the political interferences. These led to ex-

tended conversations with administrators on their previous experiences and led to valuable insights about 
the political frontstage and its impact on the administration’s backstage.  

Accessibility 
High-level administrators and cabinet members were easily approached. Colleagues at different depart-

ments were comfortable sharing information, experiences and concerns. The multiple meetings and work-
shops provided ample opportunities to talk to many people that would otherwise not be interviewed.  

Hidden and sensi-
tive information 

Because of the author’s specific role (coordinator) and the long engagement and consequential rapport 
building, access to information that would often stay out of sight in conventional research was easily ac-

cessed.  

Direct observation 
Thanks to being directly involved, the author observed that certain practices and processes help explain 

outsiders’ misinterpretation of certain events.  

Action-oriented 
Throughout the process, the author experienced firsthand which practices and actions impact the urban 

experiment’s possibilities to impact the regime level.  

Challenges  

Biased information 
More than with conventional research, the researchers’ findings risk becoming influenced due to the en-

gagement and rapport with certain people. 

Ethics 
A significant challenge is using insider information to deconstruct the practice under discussion. More spe-

cifically, this can impact trust relations with direct colleagues or those who represent the different stake-
holders. 
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3. Sustainable Transitions and the Role of Urban Planning Experiments 
3.1. Profound Processes of Change 

Being at a crucial moment in time, global crises such as climate change or migration 
and the increasing inequality and the realization that our earth is a finite resource are all 
triggers that could abruptly alter the status quo. Unfortunately, as Giddens [22] argued, 
most of these challenges “aren’t tangible, immediate or visible in the course of day-to-day 
life” that is why for most people actions to address these challenges are not high on the 
agenda. However, not addressing them today ultimately leads to their unsolvability in 
the long run. Already today, rising levels of uncertainty give way to increased turmoil, 
protest and fear. Crises offer a chance for change, existing institutions and ways of doing 
can and should be, questioned. The search for new value systems becomes increasingly 
apparent [23]. 

Current challenges and problems are so deeply rooted in our society’s structure and 
consequently in our day to day practices so that any change towards new systems will 
require both new (daily) practices and profound structural change [23]. Grin et al. [23] 
define transitions as “profound processes of change”, as “shifts from one socio-technical 
system to another”. Transitions are long term processes, whereby multiple actors are 
working through different levels to achieve “the reconfiguration of the institutional and 
organizational structures and systems of society” [23,24]. 

Today the focus of envisaged transitions is mostly on sustainability, whereby climate 
change and related ecological process are the centers of attention. Technical innovations 
are often considered as possible solutions. However, despite acknowledging that techno-
logical innovation is crucial, a successful transition can only happen when there is suffi-
cient attention for the social, economic, and cultural contexts and changes. More im-
portantly, and reinforcing Swilling and Annecke’s [24] argument, the imagined transition 
does not only result in “a mode of production and consumption that is not dependent on 
resource depletion and environmental degradation”, but is also a just transition, thus one 
that addresses the socio-economical inequalities and global poverty. Thus, transitions are 
co-evolution processes, addressing multiple issues in multiple domains. Interaction be-
tween different domains can shape and reinforce each other, without determining them 
completely [23,25]. Consequently, multiple stakeholders will be involved. The way these 
stakeholders are involved, and the co-design and co-learning process they go through to-
gether are essential for forming a joint (new) approach and future direction. Using a case, 
part four discusses these stakeholders’ role and the institutional setting’s challenges. First, 
the role of urban experiments in transition processes is discussed. 

3.2. Urban Planning Experiments as Stepping Stones in Processes of Profound Change 
Transition is a multi-level process, and change is needed on all the three levels: the 

(innovative) practices, the regime level and the long-term (40–50 years) trends (mostly 
referred to as the landscape) [16,25–28]. These levels discuss degrees of structuration and 
not spatial scales [23]. The regime level holds the rules and frameworks that govern the 
actors’ action and possibilities. The landscape is the exogenous structure in which these 
actions can occur (see Figure 1). The transition from a linear economic model to a circular 
one is exemplary. After years of experimentation on a small scale (both within grassroots 
organizations and within a governmental setting, e.g., Plan-C in Flanders), the publication 
of a groundbreaking report by Ellen MacArthur Foundation [29] managed to put ’circular 
economy’ on the international agenda. Within a decade a fully circular economy will likely 
be the new landscape against which production logics and rules and regulations will be 
framed in the future. 
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Figure 1. The multi-level perspective on transitions, also showing the increase of structuration of 
activities and the increase of components aggregated in the structure [16,27,28]. 

This multi-level perspective (MLP) on transitions offers a solid framework to under-
stand urban experiments’ role in reaching profound and ongoing change. However, be-
cause this framework is rooted in technological innovation studies, additional reflections 
on the specifics of innovations and experiments in a spatial and urban setting are required. 

Figure 1 shows the multiple levels in which a close relation between actors, structures 
and practices emerge, the higher the level, the slower the dynamics and higher the com-
plexity because of the increased number of components (and relations between them). 
Urban experiments play an essential role in this level of innovative practice. They are the 
potential triggers for novelties and generating new ways of doing. However, their poten-
tial to catalyze ongoing change and eventually influence transitions depends heavily on 
how they align or penetrate existing regimes (see Figure 1). When experiments can ensure 
that ideas and practices translate into rules, policy agendas and legislation, a significant 
step towards ongoing change is taken [23,27,28,30]. At least three aspects impact the pos-
sible success of this integration: (1) A strong vision and the clear articulation of this vision 
and expectations that come with it, (2) a resilient and robust network and (3) a mutual 
learning process. A fourth element, namely the spatial embeddedness, needs to be added 
to this framework. These four aspects are discussed in section four and in relation to the 
Pilot Projects BiC. 

Urban experiments have taken on many forms, but in essence, they are about learn-
ing how change is created in a controlled environment [31], the controlled environment 
can provide the needed safe space for experimentation. Urban experiments are thus un-
derstood as a niche, a safe setting that nurtures radical innovation [32], and one that is 
embedded in the local city scale and leads to real outcomes on the local level [5,9,13]. 
Searching for ways to share the knowledge and the learning experience beyond the ex-
periments’ immediate boundaries is challenging , creating an impact at the regime level 
even more. Hoogma et al. [33] introduce two measures to evaluate early niche develop-
ment’s success: the quality of learning and the quality of institutional embeddedness. Es-
pecially for innovations that serve a broad societal goal and for which the sense of urgency 
is high, such as the Pilot Project BiC, institutional embedding and linkage with a vast net-
work of relevant actors and stakeholders are crucial [16,26]. The link between the experi-
ment and the institutional level can be arranged by establishing transition arenas. Loor-
bach [17] defines a transition arena as “a small network of frontrunners with different 
backgrounds, within which various perceptions of a specific persistent problem and pos-
sible directions for solutions can be deliberately confronted with each other and subse-
quently integrated”. It is essential to create a setting where these frontrunners can work 
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autonomously and that the knowledge and approaches can move to an institutional level. 
The importance of these arenas is unpacked later in this paper. 

4. Pilot Projects BiC as Urban Planning Experiment 
The “pilootprojecten” is a specific planning and design instrument developed by 

Flanders’ State Architect’s team in 2011. The name given to this instrument is confusing 
because it is often assumed that they are just ‘a’ pilot project, an initial small-scale imple-
mentation of an idea that serves to test its viability. Although this is also the case for the 
”pilootprojecten”, in addition, strict protocols and rules are in place. The instrument uses 
experiments to address urgent societal questions through design. Since 2011 a series of 
Pilot Projects were launched: Invisible Care (2012), Collective Housing (2013), Productive 
Landscape (2013), Commissioned Art (2014), Back In Circulation (BiC) (2014), Students 
Make City (2016), Climate Areas (2018). The Pilot Project Commissioned Art explored tra-
ditional art commission practices’ boundaries to reflect the diversity of contemporary ar-
tistic production. The Pilot Projects Student Make City demonstrate that future student 
housing can be a motor for neighborhood development. 

The illustrative case of the Pilot Projects used in this paper emerged out of a concern 
about the substantial number of unused and abandoned industrial sites in Flanders. A 
recent calculation done by VLAIO (Flanders department of innovation and entrepreneur-
ship) estimates that 1724 hectares of business parks are currently abandoned, 179 hectares 
is being redeveloped. Besides, almost 4000 business spaces are abandoned, and over 1500 
are in a severe state of neglect [34]. These underused sites have the potential to be rede-
veloped. The consortium that came together to address this question stated that the rede-
velopment should not merely be about the site’s reactivation, but through its reactivation, 
other societal challenges should be addressed. Finally, it was decided that the rejuvena-
tion and redevelopment of underused and abandoned former industrial sites (a), charac-
terized by soil pollution (b); should uphold the principles of the circular economy (c) while 
attracting local manufacturing (d). 

For each theme, a Pilot Projects program usually consists of five exemplary projects. 
To ensure realization in the short term, the number of selected projects is purposefully 
kept to a limit. A Pilot Projects program consists of essential components and phases, as 
illustrated in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Timeline Pilot Project BiC. 

The steering committee oversees the five pilot projects and has the decision power. 
They select the projects, and in the second and third phase, they select the project manager 
and the design team for each of the projects (see Figure 2). The steering committee com-
prises representatives of the minister’s cabinets and departments of relevant policy do-
mains. In most of the Pilot Projects, one minister is involved, but given the complexity of 
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the Pilot Project BiC, four ministers and five agencies are involved. In addition to the rep-
resentatives, two independent experts and the project coordinator are part of the commit-
tee (see Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3. Project structure Pilot Project BiC. 

After the projects were selected, a call was launched to find project directors for each 
of these projects. They are the communicative pivot and responsible for the process that 
leads to a realizable project. (s) He ensures that all aspects of the project are always taken 
into account, organizes the cooperation between all parties involved and the consultation 
with licensing authorities. The project director is committed to realizing the client’s ambi-
tions and expectations without losing sight of the ambitions of the overarching project 
objectives of the Pilot Projects BiC. The five project directors meet regularly to clarify the 
project definitions and design assignments and enable knowledge exchange. Although 
the aim is to have the five projects progress simultaneously, this was impossible with the 
BiC project because of the projects’ diversity. Consequently, not all projects are yet in a 
phase of completion, the scale and the number of actors involved have a significant impact 
on the pace of the different projects. 

The Pilot Project BiC are a typical niche. Rip [32] initially used the niche concept to 
refer to a safe setting that provides the needed protection and nurturing of new ideas and 
radical technology innovation. Without such a safe space, these ideas and novelties, often 
lacking sufficient legitimacy at their inception, are easily eliminated [16]. To assess 
whether the Pilot Project BiC has penetrated the regime level, the following sections will 
address the three relevant criteria (networks, mutual learning and co-design, strong vi-
sion) [16,26,33] and introduce spatial embeddedness as an additional explanatory factor. 
Although discussed separately, their mutual influence is vital in understanding how the 
regime level was successfully influenced. 

4.1. Networks 
Led by the Flemish State architect, the strategic partners guaranteed an environment 

(see Figure 3) in which out of the box ideas and approaches to answer the questions can 
be nurtured. This safe space was created through different kinds of support and a plat-
form for deliberation and learning. The strategic partners guarantee an adequate budget 
for design research, master planning (or architectural design) and supervision. Besides, 
they try to loosen the regulatory frameworks to support innovation and experimentation. 
A flexible licensing policy is being pursued. Facilitating this ‘minimal regulatory context’ 
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ensures that projects can represent a new benchmark. Figure 3 shows the involvement of 
five Flemish departments and four ministers. The steering committee aimed to have a 
horizontal platform for deliberation and learning, where all participants were on an equal 
foot. In theory, it looks as if a broad (different views, from different fields) and deep (rep-
resentatives of the organizations have sufficient authority to mobilize capacity and funds) 
network is available. However, in reality, political actors’ proximity proved very challeng-
ing. 

In contrast to a science lab, where all the conditions are being controlled meticu-
lously, urban labs, in which the experiments occur, are more difficult to control. On the 
other hand, they offer a great opportunity of learning to deal with uncertainty and local 
contingencies [31]. Thus, experiments need to embrace the risk of failure, which is not 
necessarily a problem but rather a different learning experience. This risk has materialized 
itself in several of the Pilot Projects, and although these failures have provided interesting 
learning points, they were considered problematic by the political partners. This is mostly 
because of the instrument’s specific organizational design. Because the projects are sup-
ported directly by a specific minister, the projects risk to become politically sensitive and 
could potentially be used by the opposition to question the minister and his or her actions 
and choices. When the instrument was designed, the collaboration with a minister was 
intended to facilitate a setting that allows a free interpretation of existing legal frame-
works. However, especially for the more complex projects, this close link between politics 
and experiments proved detrimental for innovation and potentially limits urban experi-
ments’ success, discussed in more detail in part five. 

4.2. Learning and Co-Design 
McFarlane [35] argues that learning “is more than just a set of mundane practical 

questions, but is central to political strategies that seek to consolidate, challenge, alter and 
name new urban worlds”. Thus, learning is essential in seeking alternatives and assessing 
better practices and approaches. By engaging in a debate with others, who have different 
practices, knowledge is shared. McFarlane [35] places learning at the heart of the urban 
agenda. A critical evaluation of existing urban practices and the exploration of possible 
alternatives are the first steps towards change. In urban experiments, this evaluation of 
the existing and the exploration of alternative options is indeed a central concern. In the 
Pilot Project instrument, learning is an explicit aim: the results of the projects, the process 
and the evaluation of the experience is extensively communicated, to stakeholders, ex-
perts, but also the larger society. 

Pilot Projects are perfect loci for learning through doing and through experiencing, 
as such they provide a chance to expand the learning beyond first order (merely accumu-
lating facts, numbers and figures) to include collective value learning [23,33]. Gaining in-
sights into other positions and ideas allows these new ideas to gradually spread more 
widely, penetrate institutions [30] and become anchored at the regime level. In the BiC 
project, the learning has led to directly questioning the existing policies for the regenera-
tion of brownfields. In 2017 criteria for sustainable development and circular economy 
were included in the brownfield covenant selection criteria, which illustrates how lessons 
that come from first-order learning lead to quick-fix remediation of existing shortcomings 
[25]. This is only a first tiny step. More challenging is to align values and positions during 
negotiations, affecting the possible mobilization of the needed resources and political en-
gagements, especially in the long-term [15]. Even more importantly, the Pilot Project BiC 
has also questioned existing decision and organization structures, but real innovation in 
governance was never achieved. The Pilot Project BiC attempted to work in a horizontal 
structure, whereby the project itself would always be the central concern of the actors 
involved. It is the task of the project coordinator to safeguard this. The complexity of the 
project, its relevance for a broad number of sectors and governmental agencies triggered 
this need for a horizontal structure in which all partners are equal and whereby the aims 
of the project were put before the internal politics of the different agencies involved. A 
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different way of working, from a classical hierarchical approach to an open and flat struc-
ture was needed to achieve this. The project coordinator is supposed to be in a neutral 
position, almost working as a liaisons officer, linking and bridging the different depart-
ments. However, sustaining this rhizomatic decision-making over a more extended pe-
riod proved to be challenging, and the structure eroded to become the classical project 
committee in which the different partners try to ensure the priorities of their departments 
are covered. 

Fortunately, two other factors impact the possible successful influence of urban plan-
ning experiments at the regime level. A clear and robust vision and spatial embeddedness 
are two aspects that push urban experiments further. 

4.3. Strong Vision and Management of Expectations 
In the first stage of the project, the vision and the focus of the BiC-project were devel-

oped in more detail [36]. The Pilot Projects BiC acknowledges the potential of neglected 
and polluted urban terrains as motors for an integrated redevelopment in which the cir-
cular economy’s principles are at the core of the development. The potential of an inte-
grated and participatory redevelopment is tested in five real projects. It was expected that 
using real projects, the innovation and the potentials for transition could be proved and 
broadly communicated, engaging potential investors, developers, and ordinary citizens 
to take similar initiatives. 

Effective and robust communication about the image of an alternative urban future, 
anchored in core values, seeks to engage the broader public. Pieterse refers to Malik’s [37] 
description of a city that is “democratic, productive, innovative and sustainable as well as 
cultural, creative and tolerant”. There are parallels between the urban future envisaged in 
the Pilot Projects BiC and the Vision 2050 [38] of the Flemish government. The Flemish 
government engages itself to “create prosperity and well-being in a smart, innovative and 
sustainable way, in a social, open, resilient and internationally-connected Flanders, in 
which every individual counts”. The underlying principles in both are normative (a future 
sustainable and resilient city based on the principles of an inclusive circular economy of 
making). Communicating these in such a way that they can be adopted by a broader au-
dience and more specifically by private actors, who often still operate within classical ne-
oliberal market thinking, is part of the mission of the Pilot Project BiC. “Iconic communi-
cation”(pp. 64–65, [39]) strategies are needed. Within a short moment in time, the projects 
need to communicate their impact and significance. However, because of the close collab-
oration with four ministers and five different governmental agencies, rapid official com-
munication was almost impossible. Proposals needed to be agreed upon by all the parties, 
the official visual language needed to be agreed on and all partners needed to decide who 
would launch certain communications. 

Nevertheless, thanks to the close collaboration with grassroots, creative entrepre-
neurs and local makers, the initiatives developed their proper communication strategies. 
The initiatives, facilitated through the Pilot Project BiC start to live a life of their own, 
allowing them to reach a broad audience and inspire with glimpses of the possible future 
(see as an example blikfabriek.be or https://timelab.org). The negotiated official commu-
nication, using the official platforms and official visual language, is hardly inspiring. Alt-
hough one could argue that this is but a minor issue, it is symptomatic of the strenuous 
co-existence exercise that numerous innovative actions and programs, initiated through 
governmental agencies face. The strong vision is partly lost in the dry official communi-
cations. 

4.4. Spatial Embeddedness 
Urban experiments come in different shapes and forms; their categorization has been 

the topic of many publications e.g., [e.g. 4]. Successful experiments ultimately create new 
or different socio-material conditions [4]. The process governs human conduct and even 
establishes new forms of conduct, often improving the old ways of doing. 
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When the urban experiment is predominantly about altered or new physical or spa-
tial organizations, the possible impact is extended. Grin et al. [23] remind us that the phase 
of innovative practices (see also Figure 1) often takes a longer time than expected. The 
timeframe of innovative practices and experimental initiatives can take up to a decade 
before they become integrated at the regime level. These long timeframes are a challenge 
for urban experiments because they are led, coordinated and run by people, actors and 
institutions with particular reasons for engagements and their specific motivations. Keep-
ing all of these actors on board for the time needed is a huge challenge that impacts urban 
experiments’ possible success. 

The Pilot Projects BiC uses five real projects; the potential of an integrated and par-
ticipatory redevelopment is tested on the ground. After an initial phase of selection, the 
five projects embark on their particular trajectory towards realization. Trajectories often 
run in parallel; however, because of the complexity of the BiC project, the five projects are 
all in different stages. Most of the Pilot Projects deliver a masterplan within three to four 
years; this will not be the case for the BiC projects, because of their scale and complexity. 
There is a substantial potential risk that comes with this long timeframe of realization. 
Fatigue or loss of interest can occur along the way. However, the projects have one en-
forcing advantage, their spatial embeddedness. Not one single project stays at the level of 
master planning. Implementation of the project is underway: buildings are refurbished, 
and the government makes land acquisitions. On several sites, temporary use is estab-
lished. 

Urban experiments that have an important spatial component, such as planning and 
design experiments, anchor the vision, ideas and principles of the experiment for the 
longer run. Although this spatial anchoring is a strength, it also has possible side-effects. 
Once an idea is anchored in space, it is difficult to correct it if the effects become unfavor-
able. The inertia of space seriously impacts future possibilities, both in the positive and 
the negative sense. More in-depth research on this aspect can provide additional insights 
on triggers for transition. 

5. Discussion: Broadening the Transition Arena? 
Dealing with crises can be done in two ways. One way is to worry about the present 

and the fear of losing out. The other way is to look hopeful towards the future. In this 
latter approach, a crisis is embraced as “a leap of hope” [40]. Pieterse [41] argues that an 
ethics of transgression is needed, whereby the existing limits, the existing boundaries are 
considered as ’conditions of possibility’. Pushing existing boundaries and crossing over 
the existing limitations is imperative for creating a possible new (urban) future. These 
visions of new urban futures are to be grounded in the values of sustainable development 
and social-spatial justice. The current political and institutional setting in Flanders cannot 
implement these kinds of visions, and the current political and administrative structures 
are unable to foster the realization of the ambitions formulated in the Vision 2050. The 
experiences of the Pilot Projects (experiments that foster the transgression and look for 
alternative future models) are not entirely positive. Creating change on an even higher 
level is far more challenging. In order to come to “vibrant politics” and “politics of trans-
gression, pleasure, joy and social justice” [39,42] a different framework is needed. 

Pieterse brings forward the idea of ‘epistemic communities’ who can come up with 
new ideas, possess creativity and design and develop ways forward. These epistemic com-
munities comprise of “organic intellectuals, who are actively involved in society, striving 
to change it rather than maintain tradition” [39] p. 135. These engaged citizens can take 
action in complicated settings based on intellectual work and practical judgement. They 
can develop alternatives to dominant and hegemonic ideas and practices and find ways 
to embed these ideas within the mainstream gradually. For Pieterse, such an epistemic 
community cannot emerge or stay within the state or civil society organizations, but it 
must find its place in the holes and gaps between state, civil society, grassroots, academia, 
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and the private sector. This notion of the epistemic community finds a connection to Loor-
bach’s [17] frontrunners of the transition arena. However, while Pieterse stresses distance 
from institutions, the MLP framework discussed throughout this paper has made it clear 
that experiments that successfully impact the regime level and thus influence policy and 
legislation will need to connect to institutional actors at a certain point. Whereas epistemic 
communities are crucial and indispensable in the formulation and exploration of innova-
tive ideas and progressive practices, a wider transition arena, where regime-actors are 
partners, is imperative to change institutions and the regime level [23]. In such a broader 
transition arena, niche thinkers and actors’ ideas and experiences can influence institu-
tions’ frames at the regime level [23,30]. 

An essential role of the epistemic communities is to influence existing institutions, 
government structures and associations. Consequently, it is crucial to be at a respectful 
distance to allow critical reflection on these structures and institutions. 

Institutions have a fundamental role in facilitating transition. Institutionalization oc-
curs when practices become sufficiently regular and continuous [30]. Institutionalization 
is thus about the incorporation of change. Change is sustained over time when institutions 
absorb alternative practices and ideas and optimize their organization to operationalize 
these alternatives optimally [30]. Levy’s ”web of institutionalization” [30] provides a 
framework for understanding the process’s complexity. The framework highlights thir-
teen aspects that influence the possibilities of a full institutionalization of alternative prac-
tices (in our case, urban experiments). At least two aspects are crucial for the absorption 
of niches or urban experiments into the regime level. Firstly, the policy sphere needs to 
acknowledge the relevance of the issue and be willing to address it. In the Pilot Projects 
this is clear, as the government, through its different departments and institutions, are the 
initiators. 

Additionally, this willingness needs to translate into policies and, notably, budget 
allocation. In the next step, the institutions themselves need to be (re-)structured, allowing 
innovation realized to the fullest. Thus, the organization’s hardware is redesigned, the 
necessary procedures are put in place, and the required human capital attracted [30]. The 
alternative urban future will not be built using existing models. New governance models 
are required to build our urban futures to come. 

In the case of the Pilot Projects, the impact of the political is a source of concern. The 
co-existence between a political ”frontstage” where politicians and high government offi-
cials are confronted with public media and opposition parties (thus always careful about 
how to communicate) and a ‘backstage’ of administrators and innovative thinkers who 
are trying to push the boundaries and who work towards an envisaged urban future, 
needs to be rethought if governments are serious (and honest) about the visions they pro-
ject. According to Mouffe [43], “agonistic confrontation, far from representing a danger to 
democracy, is, in reality, the very condition of its existence. (...) democracy (...) must also 
enable the agonistic expression of conflict, which requires that citizens genuinely have the 
possibility of choosing between real alternatives”. These alternatives exist and are contin-
uously developed further, different visions and ideas (presented by the grassroots) are 
being explored. Engaged administrators are looking for ways to transgress, to move into 
a different future. Unfortunately, the political frontstage is often too preoccupied with 
staying in power, curtailing administrators’ ambition and investment in progressive 
ideas. With the Pilot Project BiC, it became clear that efforts to go beyond the limits (in 
any form and in this case, existing policies, practices and convictions), paradoxically can 
reinforce them [4,44,45]. 

However, it is imperative to stay “at the frontiers” and transform them into “a prac-
tical critique that takes the form of a possible transgression” [46]. 

It remains crucial that regime level actors such as governments and their institutions 
stay involved in niches, especially in those experiments that explore alternative ap-
proaches in the socio-spatial field. These niches can provide a safe environment in which 
innovation and change are nurtured. Governmental support can also subsidize projects 
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and initiatives that are not yet considered profitable (in the broadest sense, not merely in 
monetary terms), but that can help realize future societal goals, such as a more just and 
sustainable city [16]. Giddens [22] stresses that an “ensuring state” is needed to develop 
an approach to climate change. Thus, a state that enables, facilitates and supports grass-
roots initiatives. However, facilitating is not enough for Giddens; the state also needs to 
“deliver outcomes”; thus “the state is responsible for monitoring public goals and for try-
ing to make sure they are realized in a visible and acceptable fashion” [22]. The biggest 
challenge can be found at the political level. Giddens argues that in this current time, and 
in dealing with climate change issues, one should transcend party politics. 

6. Conclusions: Beyond Party Politics 
In this paper, the contribution of urban experiments to sustainability transitions was 

addressed by explicitly looking at how an urban experiment, as a niche, is (un)able to 
penetrate the regime level. More specifically, the paper aimed to highlight two understud-
ied aspects concerning urban experiments. 

First, spatial embeddedness is suggested as a fourth explanatory factor (in addition 
to having a strong vision, a robust network and a process of mutual learning). Secondly, 
the role of government institutions and political actors has been addressed. 

In the discussion, the fragile balance between systemic communities (or frontrun-
ners) and a process of institutionalization, happening at an administrative backstage that 
is (sometimes firmly) influenced by a political frontstage, has been unpacked. Based on 
these reflections and the BiC project experiences, attention is drawn to the need for further 
research on this fragile balance and the possible impact of the political frontstage on the 
success of urban experiments. So, although Gidden’s idea of the ensuring state could be 
an excellent opportunity to improve the absorption of urban experiments into the regime 
level, the experiences gathered as being part of the transition arena of the BiC project, 
suggests that this will mostly ask changes on the political level and less so on the level of 
the institutions. Urban planning experiments such as the Pilot Projects are transition are-
nas, bringing together both niche actors and regime actors, facilitating mutual learning, 
knowledge production and understanding. Nevertheless, political actors that dare to 
transcend party politics are needed within this arena. Only when party divisions are trans-
cended, innovations with a high sense of urgency and significant social relevance can be 
legitimized to both the constituents and the population at large. 
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